INTRODUCTION
At present, the parachute deceleration as the major way of recovery has an irreplaceable role in aerospace field. The extra-large parachute with nominal area of more than 1,000 m 2 has been developed around the world. However, the parachute inflation process is a geometric and material nonlinearity FSI (fluid-structure interaction) problem, and the strongly nonlinear is particularly prominent in the pre-inflation process of extra-large parachute, which has led to many opening failure accidents occurred in the pre-inflation process [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The experiments are the main means of parachute design and research, but these traditional means consume a large amount of financial resource and time, and, more importantly, the data collection is very difficult to reveal the failure mechanical mechanism. At present, the dynamic model based on multimass and multi-freedom [5] [6] is the major method used by researchers for investigating the canopy winding and whipping, but this model can only simulate the canopy whipping and it is difficult to explain the relationship between whipping and other undesirable phenomena such as asymmetric inflation. With the development of computer hardware, more and more scholars began to investigate the parachute inflating process by FSI models. For instance, Purvis first used a simplified canopy and fluid field model to calculate the inflating process of twodimensional parachute [7] . Stein proposed the computational fluid dynamics/multibody system dynamics coupling model, which ignored the impact of fabric characteristics [8] . Kim and Peskin applied the immersed boundary method to calculate the inflating process under small Reynolds number [9] . Tutt et al. applied the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method to solve the practical engineering problems [10, 11] . Karagiozis et al. used the large eddy simulation method to investigate the supersonic parachute [12] . Fan proposed the nonlinear finite element method based on the implicit algorithm to calculate the C9 parachute inflating process [13] . Gao et al. used the explicit interface tracking method and the permeability of canopy was considered [14] . However, most of the research objects in the above works are less than 100 m 2 , and it is very difficult to capture the undesirable inflation phenomena in these lifesaving parachutes' inflating process. In addition, most previous studies emphasized flow field calculation in infinite mass situation (the situation in which the effect of deceleration can be negligible is called as infinite mass situation, otherwise is called as finite mass situation; the latter considers not only to the effect of flow field and structure but also the flight characteristics of parachute; the latter need wider computational domain and is more sensitive to the coupling coefficient than the former) and couldn't obtain the deceleration characteristic.
In this paper, the FSI method based on the explicit finite element algorithm was applied to investigate an extra-large parachute's pre-inflation process in finite mass situation. Both the canopy and the fluid field were described by finite element; the coupling was realized by contact algorithm. Then the dynamic changes in structure and fluid field were obtained by the above method, and the phenomena of winding, whipping, and asymmetric inflation were also captured in the numerical results. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Numerical methods
The finite element method can accurately track the material boundary, and the mass conservation is satisfied naturally. Therefore, only the momentum conservation equation needs to be discrete:
where ν is the velocity vector, σ is the stress vector, b is the body force vector, and ρ is the density.
The discretization schemes in spatial domain of momentum equation (1) are as follows:
where B Ij is the geometry matrix represented by index form, σ ji is the stress, t i is the external force, N I and N J are shape functions, Ji v  is the acceleration, int f is the internal force matrix, ext f is the external force matrix, M is the mass matrix, and a is the acceleration matrix.
Here, the central difference scheme (equation 3), as most widely used in nonlinear dynamics, was used to discretize the semidiscrete equation (2):
(3) where d is nodal displacement and n f is the resultant force matrix at time n.
The permeability of the fabrics is different from that of the other continuous medium because of yarn's crossing and winding. In order to reflect this physical property, the Ergun equation (4) was used to calculate the coupling force.
where ∆p is the differential pressure, a is the linear resistance coefficient, b is the quadratic resistance coefficient, e is the fabric thickness, n is the normal vector, and ν is the fluid velocity vector through the fabric. Then the coupling force couple f derived from equation (4) is applied to both the fluid and fabric in opposite directions to satisfy force equilibrium, and the coupling force couple f are taken as a part of the external force 
Numerical model
The structure parameters of an extra-large ringsail parachute [16] used for the spacecraft recovery is shown as in Table 1 : According to the above structure parameters, the meshes model was established on real scale (Figure 1 ). The lines and canopy were completely straightened, and the connection point of lines was fixed with payload. The first four rings on the canopy top were meshed by quadrilateral shell elements (6,528), the rest of the canopy were meshed by triangle elements (85,440), 
RESULTS AND COMPARIOSN
The pre-inflation process of numerical model was calculated for about 315 h on a workstation (CPU: Inter Xeon E5-1630, Memory: 32G). Figures 2-8 show the dynamic changes in the structure and fluid field.
It could be found in Figures 2-8 31,400) . The fluid field was described by a cube (50 m × 50 m × 74 m) and meshed by hexahedral meshes (2,052,000). In this paper, the coupling between structure and fluid was realized by contact algorithm; therefore, it didn't need to establish the complicated body-fitted meshes. Both the structure and the fluid meshes interpenetrated with each other.
The rings and sails of canopy were made of polyamide grid silk, the lines and reinforced belts were made of flameretardant polyamide rope. And the material properties and initial working conditions were according to practical engineering (Table 2) . 
Symmetric inflation stage (0-0.2 s)
In this stage, the deceleration effect was not obvious, and the canopy kept straight shape (Figures 2-3) . The canopy bottom first began to expand under the function of air mass ( Figure  2a) . The air mass that entered into the canopy couldn't instantly reach the top because of the drags such as friction drag. Thus the bottleneck phenomenon appeared (Figure 3) . With more and more air mass entering into canopy, a symmetric vortex was formed in the external flow field of canopy (Figure 2b ) and moved to the top of canopy (Figure 3b) . Meanwhile, the high pressure areas were gradually formed inside and the bottom of the canopy (Figure 3c) , and the former high-pressure area was caused by the movement of air mass and the latter was by the curled edge that lacked constraints on the canopy bottom. In general, the changes in canopy structure and flow field were on the top part, would no longer keep a straight shape and appear relaxed because of the inertia forces (Figure 4) . The canopy top began to appear winding and whipping under the function of external flow field. Meanwhile, the initial symmetric vortex structure became unstable with the canopy winding and whipping (Figures 5 and 6 ). Then the unstable vortex evolved into more complicated and smaller vortexes, and these small vortexes separated from the canopy in the asymmetric symmetrical. But it could also be found that the bottleneck phenomenon was more obvious with more and more air mass entering the canopy.
Undesirable inflation stage (0.2-0.73s)
When the deceleration effect is more and more obvious, the top and unfolded canopy, which lacked effective constraints in Figure 10. In the symmetric inflation stage (0-0.2 s) , only the bottom node N55960 had larger and faster horizontal velocity. While the air mass hadn't yet reached the middle of the canopy, the nodes N9580 and N989 had a little horizontal velocity. In the undesirable inflation stage (0.2-0.73 s), the bottom node N55960 almost had no horizontal displacement because of the restraints of the parachute lines. The changes in the velocity of the middle node N9580 and top node N989 indicated that the corresponding parts that lacked effective constraints began to whip, and the whipping occurred in the middle part was earlier than the top part. At 0.35 s, the air mass reached the location of N9580 and the N9580 reached a peak velocity of 36 m/s. Meanwhile, the whipping phenomenon of N989 began to aggravate. The air mass reached the top at 0.68 s, the top node N989 reached a peak velocity of 69 m/s, and then the vent is completely opened. In the stable inflation stage (after 0.73 s), the horizontal motion of all nodes tended to be stable. The changes in the effective stress of five elements, which are shown in Figure 11 , were given. It could be found that the elements would reach a peak stress when the air mass reached their location. These stress peaks are mainly caused by air mass overcoming the canopy winding. In the stable inflation stage, the element E903 reached a peak stress of 79 MPa and kept high value under the function of pressure difference between the internal and the external flow field. But the stress value began to decrease with the decreasing dropping velocity.
In the two airdrop experiments [16] , it could be found that the air mass couldn't rapidly reach the canopy top because of the large nominal area and the appearance of bottleneck phenomenon. But canopy winding and whipping occurred in the experiment without constraints on canopy top (Figure 12 ). While the effective constraints were added, the application of apex parachute could effectively avoid the undesirable inflation phenomena (Figure 13 ).
Conclusions
In this paper, the explicit finite element method was applied to calculate the pre-inflation process of an extra-large parachute. The undesirable inflation phenomena, which usually appeared way (Figures 5b and 6b) . The changes in vortexes further aggravated the canopy winding and whipping. In addition, the canopy winding and whipping could further block the canopy expanding and cause the asymmetric inflation. As a result of asymmetric inflation, the bottleneck phenomenon was more obvious and the stress distribution on the "bottleneck" was very uneven (Figures 5a and 6a) . Although, air mass entered into canopy more difficultly, the "bottleneck" part continued to move up because of the sustained increasing pressure difference between internal and external flow field. In this pre-inflation stage, the changes in the canopy structure and flow field were very complicated, which was very likely to cause the expanding failures of parachute.
Stable inflation stage (after 0.73 s)
The "bottleneck" disappeared and the vent was completely opened when the "bottleneck" reached the canopy at 0.73 s, which marked the entry of the pre-inflation process into the stable inflation stage (Figure 7 ). The canopy began to expand from top to bottom. Owing to the limitation of reefing line at the canopy bottom, the canopy gradually stopped expanding and remained in the shape as shown in Figure 8a . In this stage, the changes in canopy structure and flow field were relatively stable, and the stress concentration mainly appeared at the canopy top and individual folds.
The effects of undesirable inflation phenomena on deceleration are shown in Figure 9 . The first stage consumed 0.2 s, and the payload's average acceleration was 10 m/s 2 . But in the second stage, the undesirable phenomena, such as the canopy winding, whipping, and asymmetric inflation, made it impossible that the extra-large parachute rapidly expanded like a common lifesaving parachute. Moreover, the average acceleration in this stage (6 m/s 2 ) indicated that the deceleration effect was also reduced by undesirable phenomena. After the entry into the third pre-inflation stage, the aero-deceleration area increased and the deceleration effect was significant. With the gradual stability of canopy shape, the payload's overload began to decrease. Three nodes on the same meridian, located in the top, middle, and bottom of the canopy, were shown in Figure 1a . The velocity of these nodes on the XY horizontal plane was shown in actual airdrop experiments, were found and analyzed. The conclusions are the following.
•
Owing to the lack of effective restraints on canopy top, the pre-inflation process can be subdivided into symmetric inflation stage, undesirable inflation stage, and stable inflation stage.
The bottleneck phenomenon would appear in extra-large parachute's pre-inflation because the air mass entered into the canopy couldn't instantly reach the canopy top. But when the "bottleneck" reached the canopy top, the "bottleneck" would disappear.
The unfolded and top of canopy, which lacked the effective restraints, would appear winding and whipping under the function of inertia force, while the undesirable inflation phenomena would further cause asymmetric inflation. • The undesirable inflation phenomena would not only prolong the inflation time but also reduce the effect of deceleration.
